Safe Operating Area

Output Stage Danger!

- Current Handling Limitations
- Thermal (Power) Limitations
  - Steady State
  - Transient/Pulse Operation
- Second Breakdown
  - Bipolar Devices
  - MOSFETs: Not Applicable
Safe operating area curves show the limitations on the power handling capability of power op amps. There are three basic limitations.

The first limitation is total current handling capability. A horizontal line or the top of the SOA curve and represents the limit imposed by conductor current handling capability die junction area and other current density constraints. The second limitation is total power handling capability or power dissipation capability of the complete amplifier. This includes both of the power die and the package the amplifier is contained in. Note that the product of output current on the vertical axis and Vs-Vo on the horizontal axis is constant over this line. The third portion of the curve is the secondary breakdown areas. This phenomenon is limited to bipolar devices. MOSFET devices do not have this third limitation. Secondary breakdown is a combined voltage and current stress across the device.

Although the constant current boundary and the secondary breakdown boundary remain constant, the constant power/thermal line moves toward the origin as case temperature increases. This new constant power line can be determined from the de-rating curves on the data sheet. The case temperature is primarily a function of the heat sink used.

The dashed line was constructed in this manner for Tc = 25°C for an amplifier advertised as a 67W device (PA07 or PA10). In addition to the fact that very few applications exhibit Tc=25°C, secondary breakdown prohibits DC operation over its length!
On the SOA graph, the horizontal axis, \( V_{S} - V_{O} \), does not define a supply voltage or total supply voltage or the output voltage. It defines the voltage stress across the conducting device. Thus \( V_{S} - V_{O} \) is the difference from the supply to the output across the transistor that is conducting current to the load. The vertical axis is simply the current being delivered to the load. For resistive loads maximum power dissipation in the amplifier occurs when the output is \( \frac{1}{2} \) the supply voltage. This is because when the output is at 0 volts, no current flows from the amplifier whereas at maximum load current very little voltage is across the conducting transistor since the output voltage is near the supply voltage. For reactive loads this is not the case. Voltage/current phase differences can result in higher than anticipated powers being dissipated in the amplifier. An example of an excessive stress condition created by a capacitive load is shown in Figure B. In this case the capacitive load has been charged to \(-V_{S}\). Now the amplifier is given a “go positive” signal. Immediately the amplifier will deliver its maximum rated output current into the capacitor which can be modeled at \( t = 0 \) as a voltage source. This leads to a stress across the conducting device of \( I_{\text{max}} \times \text{total supply voltage}(2V_{S}) \). Figure C shows a similar condition for an inductive load. For this situation we imagine the output is near the positive supply and current through the conductor has built up to some value \( I_{L} \). Now the amplifier is given a “go negative” signal which causes the output voltage to swing to down near the negative supply. However the inductor at time \( t = 0 \) can be modeled as a current source still drawing \( I_{L} \). This leads to the same situation as before, that is total supply voltage across a device conducting high current.

Ref. AN1 SAFE OPERATING AREA, AN22
Current limit can be used to protect the amplifier against fault conditions. If, for instance, it is desired to protect the amplifier against a short-to-ground fault condition the Vs-Vo number on the horizontal axis is equal to Vs since Vo is zero. Following this value up to the power dissipation limit and then across to the output current gives the value of current limit necessary to protect the amplifier at that case temperature. Note that better heat sinking allows higher values of current limit.

For more aggressive fault protection it may be desired to protect the amplifier against short to either supply. This requires a significant lowering of current limit. For this type of protection, add the magnitudes of the two supplies used, find that value on the Vs-Vo axis, follow up to the SOA limit for the case temperature anticipated, then follow across to find the correct value of current limit.

It is often the case that requirements for fault protection and maximum output current may conflict at times. Under these conditions there are only four options. The first is simply to go the an amplifier with a higher power rating. The second is to trim some of the requirements for fault protection. The third is to reduce the requirement for maximum output current. The fourth option is a special type of current limit called “foldover” or “foldback.” This is available on some amplifiers such as the PA10 and PA12.

Ref. AN1 SAFE OPERATING AREA, AN22
Current limit circuits do what their name implies but they are not magic cures for all load fault conditions. The non-linear operation (the op amp is unable to satisfy input signal/feedback demands) means monitoring the inputs for the presence of a differential voltage will signal this mode of operation.

Usually the current limit mode will reduce the output voltage but this is not always true. To determine critical survival the worst case voltage stress across the conducting transistor must be determined.
There are several different internal schemes used to implement current limit in Apex products. Most datasheets will have a formula or some text explaining the implementation used for the product. If there is no formula or reference, refer to application note 1.

Note that in most cases, all of the output current flows through the current limit resistor. Use $I^2 \times R$ to determine the power rating for the resistor.
When calculating power dissipation in an amplifier, you MUST NOT FORGET THAT POWER DISSIPATION IN THE AMPLIFIER IS NOT EQUAL TO POWER DISSIPATION IN THE LOAD. That is, most of the time. One exception is when the output voltage is half of the supply voltage and the load is resistive. In this particular case the power dissipations are equal.

Calculating power dissipation in an amplifier under DC conditions with a resistive load is very simple.

The first portion of power dissipation is due to the quiescent power that the amplifier dissipates simply by sitting there with $+V_s$ and $-V_s$ applied. Multiplying total supply voltage by quiescent current gives the value of this power dissipation.

The maximum power dissipation in the amplifier under DC conditions with a resistive load is when the output voltage is 1/2 of the supply voltage. Therefore, whatever current is delivered to the load at 1/2 supply voltage multiplied by 1/2 supply voltage gives maximum power dissipation in the amplifier. The total dissipation is the sum of these two.

Ref. AN1 INTERNAL POWER DISSIPATION AND HEATSINKING
With an AC output and/or reactive loads, output power dissipation calculations can get a bit stickier. Several simplifying assumptions keep the problem reasonable for analysis. The actual internal dissipation can be determined analytically or through thermal or electrical bench measurements. Both Application Note 22 and Application Note 1 General Operating Considerations give details on measuring AC power dissipation.

Worst case AC power dissipation formulae are given above for any reactive load range. With these worst case formulae one can calculate worst case power dissipation in the output stage for AC drive conditions and reactive loads. For most power op amps output stage power dissipation is the dominant component of total power dissipation so adding worst case AC output power dissipation with DC quiescent power dissipation and using AC R0jc AC thermal impedance for junction to case, will be sufficient for heatsink calculations.

Ref. AN1 INTERNAL POWER DISSIPATION AND HEATSINKING
If your application can be modeled as a sine wave of any frequency, this sheet will tell you a lot. Entering a model pulls up a sizable portion of the data sheet for calculation and flag raising. Enter the three temperatures: ambient from the application, case per data sheet max or lower, and junction per contract or philosophy on reliability. If you need DC response, anything below 60Hz is OK. Define your output signal in terms of volts, amps or watts. If your load can be modeled by one of the first four diagrams, enter the values below. If you need diagram 5, use the Define Load command button.

Be sure to check these three cells!
If the Bridge circuit cell is “Yes”, the signal and load values specified will be treated as total but internal power will be for a single op amp.
Internal power will be divided by the # of parallel amplifiers.
“Unipolar” forces only one power supply and the use of DC thermal resistance.

A few useful pieces of information show up on this screen along with a red flag if your specified supply voltage is out of bounds. For more answers use the command button below the desired load diagram.

Ref. AN37
While this author would be the first to agree MIL-HDBK-217 has a few quirks and is very often misused, it does have the curves sloping in the right direction. Electronics is similar to your car, toaster- -almost anything, even engineers! Run it too hot and it dies an early death. Apex suggests a maximum of 150°C for normal commercial applications. If the equipment is remotely located or down time is extremely expensive a lower temperature is appropriate.

This graph represents the temperature acceleration factors from revision F, Notice 2.

Ref. AN1 INTERNAL POWER DISSIPATION AND HEATSINKING
If you’re in a hurry, go to the right side just above the yellow box to find the smallest heatsink usable. Enter data sheet rating for selected heatsink to see maximum case and junction temperatures.

Since the low frequency load is so light we'll look at the high frequency numbers only. Below impedance & angle are the operating points of the load; amps, volts, watts and power factor. Next we find power being drawn from the supplies due to driving the load and true power dissipated by the load. This leads to efficiency (at your specified signal level). If the peak output capability based on the supply and output current is more than a few volts above required output, lowering supplies will reduce internal dissipation.

In the upper right, the worst case amplitude for your load is estimated (this amplitude varies with phase angle). Op amp RMS dissipation is calculated by subtracting true power from input power at worst case amplitude or your maximum level. Peak op amp dissipation is taken from the graph below. “Total in heatsink” uses peak if the frequency is below 60Hz (else RMS), then adds quiescent power. The last line picks worst case frequency and gives you power and thermal resistance for heatsink sizing. The three cells in the lower right are heatsink needed to keep the case cool, to keep the junctions cool without regard to the case, and the smaller of the two.

Ref. AN37
Remember transistor load lines from school? This is it and there should be no major surprises. At least none that we can’t explain or fix.

The lack of an Fmin curve in this example is because our load is completely off scale with peak current of only 1.7mA.

Note the 10ms and 1ms pulse lines. For the conditions shown above, a 10ms pulse at 10% duty cycle or less would be safe. Longer pulses or continuous duty would violate the SOA and would result in the creation of an expensive paper weight.

If one of the load lines peaks over the SOA curve remember we are looking at ½ of a sine wave while the heatsink may have been sized on RMS values. If it looks like you have a lot of wasted power handling capability, go back and enter maximum case and junction temperatures calculated for the actual heatsink to be used.

Application note 37 describes the use of the PowerDesign spreadsheet tool to aid the designer in calculating load lines and determining the suitability of the product.

Ref. AN1 INTERNAL POWER DISSIPATION AND HEATSINKING, AN22, AN37
So, you’ve checked the maximum power dissipation at ½ the single supply voltage and all is well (discounting the fact this example requires an infinite heatsink). The job is not over! At frequencies below 60Hz you do not to cross the second breakdown curve at all. At higher frequencies, keeping the duty cycle of these excursions down to 5% will keep you out of trouble.

When using dual symmetric supplies and pure resistive loads, all Apex power op amps are immune to this problem. For all other cases use Power Design.xls to plot sine wave load lines for you. This graph is from the power sheet but a trick had to be pulled to get a plot where output voltage is over 50% of the total supply voltage. In the Vs cell enter 100 volts and use the Unipolar or Bipolar input cell to specify Unipolar output current. This causes Power Design to calculate quiescent current on a single 100V supply and to use DC thermal resistance because only one transistor is doing all the work.

Ref. AN1 INTERNAL POWER DISSIPATION AND HEATSINKING, AN22
Can a 125W, 10A device drive this 5A load? It’s a large coil (250mH and 4.5Ω) and the frequency is only 5Hz. If efficiency were only 50%, delivering this 112VA to the load should be OK, shouldn’t it? No. And no.

Phase shift is the killer here. You can see right away the load line exceeds the second breakdown curve. Look at current at the 56.2V stress level; it’s almost 4A (3.93 actually) giving peak dissipation of about 220W. Indeed, the data above this graph says the number is 223.5W (including Iq). We are in big trouble even though a 9Ω pure resistive load would have been fine with dissipation of only 72W and no hint of second breakdown problems.

It is time to look for a bigger amplifier or negotiate the load specifications.
Reducing the load requirements all the way to 30Ω produces a load line not in violation of the second breakdown curve and power dissipation in the amplifier is down to a manageable 72W.

The probability of negotiating load specs this far is rather dim. Its time to look at a bigger amplifier such as the PA05.

Of course, this is a very low frequency application with an inductive load so a switching amplifier such as the SA60 may be a much more suitable choice. The PWM section of the seminar explains the pros (high efficiency) and cons (high noise, more involved design) of using the switching amplifier approach.
Any time an application has more than one reactive element, peak values of voltage, current, phase shift and power dissipation may not be at the minimum or maximum frequencies. It would be a good idea to run a frequency sweep to locate worst case operating points.

These graphs model operation of a tuned piezo load and the transmission line. In this case we find worst case power dissipation in the amplifier is at minimum frequency. Don’t get caught by surprise with a complex load producing a power peak instead of a dip.

Frequency sweep requires Analysis ToolPak. If you see cells with #NAME? or a runtime error, try TOOLS, ADD-INS, Analysis ToolPak and then sweep.

Ref. AN37
The thermo-electric model translates power terms into their electrical equivalent. In this model, power is modeled as current, temperature is modeled as voltage, and thermal resistance is modeled as electrical resistance.

The real "name of the game" for power amplifiers is to keep $T_j$ as low as possible. As you can see from the model, there are two approaches to doing this. The first is to reduce the current, i.e., the power dissipation. The second is to reduce the thermal resistance.

Reducing power dissipation can be accomplished by reducing the supply voltage to no more than what is required to obtain the voltage swing desired. This reduces the $V_s-V_o$ quantity to as low a value as possible.

The thermal resistance problem should be attacked on all three fronts. $R_{jc}$, the thermal path resistance from the semiconductor junction to the case of the amplifier, is characteristic of the amplifier itself. The way to obtain maximum reliability and cool junction temperatures is to buy an amplifier with as low a $R_{jc}$ as affordable.

$R_{cs}$ is the thermal resistance from the case to a heat sink. This resistance is minimized by good mounting techniques such as using thermally conductive grease or an approved thermal washer, properly torquing the package, and by not using insulation washers.

The last piece of the thermal budget is $R_{sa}$, the thermal resistance of the heat sink to ambient air. This is a very crucial piece of the puzzle and should not be skimped on. A quick glance at an SOA curve that shows the difference between the power limitations of an amplifier with a 25°C case and an 85°C case shows the benefit of using the maximum heat sink allowable.

Ref. AN1 INTERNAL POWER DISSIPATION AND HEATSINKING
In this model, quiescent power has been split according to the actual transistors generating the heat. PDQout is only the quiescent current flowing in the output transistors. When appropriate, this specification will appear in the amplifier data sheet. Multiply this output stage quiescent current times the total supply to find worst case PDQout.

\[ PDQout = I_{Qout} ( +V_S + | -V_S | ) \]

PDQother is the current flowing in all the other components and could be found by subtracting PDQout from PDQ.

Note that the data sheet junction-to-case thermal resistance speculations refer to only the output transistors. Thermal resistances and power dissipations of other components vary wildly. Design rules applied by Apex for all these components insure they will be reliable when operating within maximum supply voltage, maximum input voltage and maximum “Meets full range specifications” case temperature.

No matter which model you use, there are three thermal resistances contributing directly to hot junctions. The thermal resistance should be attacked on all three fronts:
1) Buy an amplifier with the lowest possible R\(\Omega\)JC.
2) Use good mounting practices.
3) Use the largest practical heatsink.

Ref. AN1 INTERNAL POWER DISSIPATION AND HEATSINKING
This calculation illustrates the heat sink selection procedure using the thermal electric model discussed. First we calculate the power dissipation within the amplifier under worst case conditions. In this example, that number came out to 14 watts. Next we pick a desired value of $T_j$. In this example, we picked a very conservative value of 100°C. This value of $T_j$ will result in a very large mean time to failure, spelling reliability for this application.

Consulting the data sheet for the PA02, we find that the maximum DC thermal resistance from junction to case is 2.6°C per watt. Next, we consult the APEX Data Book to determine that the typical case to heatsink resistance is between .1 and .2°C per watt, when thermal grease is used. Solving the given formula for the unknown, $R_{sa}$, we find that the required thermal resistance is less than or equal to 1.8°C per watt. This can easily be achieved by using the Apex HS03 Heatsink which has an RSA of 1.7°C per watt.

If a system has forced air or a liquid cooling system available, physical size of the heatsink can be decreased. Heatsink data sheets often graph thermal resistance vs. air velocity. Fan data sheets usually speak of volume moved. At the very least a conversion is needed which takes in account the square area of the air path as it passes the heatsink.

Ref. AN1 INTERNAL POWER DISSIPATION AND HEATSINKING
If the drive signal is pulse mode, internal power between pulses is zero and individual pulses are less than 8ms, size the heatsink by dividing the pulse power by the duty cycle and adding the quiescent power.

For other pulse mode operations Application Note 11, Thermal Techniques, is the reference. It will explain how to calculate thermal capacity, thermal time constants and plot the charge/discharge curve. It also lists some common unit conversions and constants.
Key areas to check for proper mounting techniques:

1) Heatsink flatness.

2) Individual heatsink thru-holes for each pin.

3) Thermal interface between case and heatsink.

4) Mounting torque.

5) Slewing on pins—thickness of heatsink.

A detailed discussion of these areas follows.

Ref. AN1 AMPLIFIER MOUNTING AND MECHANICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Properly applied grease results in good thermal performance. The operator variable shown above leaves the central area (where the heat is developed) with a high thermal path which led to amplifier destruction. Another variable to watch for is separation of the liquid from the solids in the grease. Too high a percentage of either can result in amplifier destruction due to thermal or mechanical stress. Buying thermal grease in a can or jar rather than a tube allows stirring to avoid the separation problem.

This slide also introduces the Apex failure analysis service. If you have an elusive problem, call us. We’ll attempt to solve it over the phone. It’s always good to have a schematic handy you can fax. If appropriate, we’ll give you an RMA (return material authorization) to start a failure analysis. We will:

1. Perform an external visual examination.
2. Test the part to all room temperature electrical specifications.
3. Delid and perform an internal visual.
4. Trouble shoot the circuit.

Many times the physical evidence helps pinpoint the problem. The location and nature of damage usually yields a suggestion on how to eliminate the problem.
With the Open Frame packaging style, there are significant thermal and mechanical advantages. Because the entire back side of the open frame is thermally conductive aluminum, any flat backed heatsink will do. We do not need to machine away the fins in order to accommodate the amplifier and there are no precision holes necessary for the pins to feed through.

Because the package of the open frame is larger, the thermal flux density of the heatsink can be reduced. In all, a smaller, lighter, and less expensive heatsink can be used with an Open Frame product compared to a hybrid with the same power dissipation.

Ref: AN11
A DC motor driven at 24V with 1A steady state current flow and a winding resistance specified at 1.24Ω can be modeled as a resistor in series with an EMF. In this example since the 1A drops 1.24V across the 1.24Ω, the remaining 22.76V is back EMF.

Under steady state conditions the motor voltage of 24V subtracted from the supply voltage of 28V leaves a 4V drop across the conducting transistor and a power dissipation of 4W.

When the amplifier is told to reverse the motor, the output of the amplifier attempts to go to -24V. If it could do so this -24V would add to the EMF of 22.76V to give -46.76V across the 1.24Ω resistor, resulting in a current flow of 37.71A. No way! Current limit is set at 2A.

When the current limit value of 2A flows across the winding resistance it drops 2.48V. The positive 22.76V of EMF is added to this negative 2.48V to give an output voltage of 20.28V. The difference between the output and the negative supply is now 28 -(-20.28) or 48.28V. That stress voltage on the conducting transistor means that the internal dissipation in the amplifier immediately after reversal is 48.28 volts * 2 amps or 96.56 watts!

This shows that a simple reversal can increase instantaneous power dissipation in the amplifier by over an order of magnitude. Judicious setting of current limiting and slowing the electrical response time will optimize reliability and mechanical response time.

Ref. AN24